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Twisted  pair  cable  prep  has  never  been  made  easier!  DINTEK's  new
premium twisted pair cable stripper is small enough to fit into your pocket
and provide quality cable preparation.

With an adjustable cable cutter and stripper for round cables; UTP/STP and
Coaxial  telephone  and  data  cables;  and  other  flexible  cables,  DINTEK's
cable  stripper  provides  effortless,  finger-loop  cutting  and  stripping  of
flexible cables. It features easily adjustable blade depth to "score" without
damaging shielding and conductors.

Features

Professional  all-in-one  cutter/stripper  for  twisted  pair  and  coaxial
cables
Cuts and strips multiple cable types: twisted pair (UTP/STP): Cat.6A,
Cat.6, Cat.5e and Coax: RG6, RG59
Easy-to-use combination cutter/stripper
Adjustable  stripping  blade  for  UTP/STP  accommodates  different
insulation thicknesses without damaging conductors
Contoured finger grips for cutting power
Ensures damage-free stripping
Use with twisted-pair wire tightly wrapped stranded cables
Includes guides for wire straightening

Applications

Premise wiring
Fiber optic cables
Cable assemblies
Cable repair

Benefits

The DINTEK ezi-STRIPPER stands out for its exceptional precision, enabling
users  to  strip  cables  effortlessly  and  with  utmost  accuracy.  With  a  single
circular motion, the tool seamlessly removes the outer jacket of various
types  of  cables,  including  twisted  pair  cables,  coaxial  cables,  and  fiber
optic cables. This eliminates the need for multiple tools, saving valuable
time and effort.

The ergonomic design of the DINTEK Cable Stripper further enhances its
usability. It features a comfortable, non-slip grip, allowing for prolonged
use without discomfort or strain. The intuitive controls and adjustable blade
settings  enable  users  to  customize  the  stripping  process  according  to
specific cable requirements, further simplifying the task at hand.

Ordering Information

Product Number Product Name Qty / Box Qty / CTN

6101-05004 DINTEK UTP/STP ezi-STRIPPER 25 50


